
SGD – what is it for in a water 
resource study?
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SGD is part of the water budget so can be used 
for hydrological model validation – there are 
no other direct measurements of water flow so 
SGD and recharge are the only known water 
inputs and outputs in Kona. 
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We can only answer that question by knowing what SGD is 
now and what is its natural variability – SGD Sniffers 
measure SGD at hourly resolution to learn how SGD changes 
due to rain events, tides, and over seasonal time scales. 

SGD is important for sustainable yield – how would SGD decrease if groundwater 
withdrawal increased?
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Recharge – USGS literature values from Engott, 2011
Nearshore SGD - measured by SGD Sniffer + literature values
If recharge > nearshore SGD then there is lateral interaquifer flow or deeper flow paths 
resulting in offshore SGD



SGD Sniffer results from Kiholo

SGD one time measurements are highly unreliable as SGD varies significantly over time – 
need continuous monitoring to capture effects of tides, rain events, changes in 
groundwater pumping, etc.

SGD drives coastal salinity – important variable 
for sustainable yield

Precipitation and tides have the strongest 
influence on SGD in Kiholo



Where does water 
discharging along the 
shoreline originate as 
recharge?

It turns out that SGD stable 
oxygen isotopic signatures 
cluster into groups. These 
are identified by colors – 
they have the same 
recharge origin and 
groundwater flowpath. 
Fraction of recharge within 
each part of the aquifer 
needed to explain SGD 
isotope signature is shown.



Major conclusions so far:
• North Kiholo - isotopic characteristics of SGD suggest 

that only about 25% of water originates from recharge 
in the Kiholo aquifer, which is also supported by the 
water mass balance of SGD discharge-recharge volume 

• SGD signatures are very similar across the 
Kiholo-Keauhou aquifer boundary and despite 
suggested geological barriers SGD on both sides of the 
boundary recharge in the same area and flow along 
the same path. 

• In Keauhou aquifer recharge to the basal lens makes 
up only 9-58% of SGD, the rest of the water is sourced 
from the high-level aquifer. In case of south Keauhou, 
SGD signature suggests 59% recharge contributions 
from elevations beyond the aquifer boundary. 



Suggestions for geophys. geochem. and 
microbio. studiesWhy is the aquifer boundary 

here if there is no difference 
in water chemistry and 
water recharge origin on the 
two sides of the line?



Where is water recharged 
here going? Deep SGD or to 
the north?

Characterize this 
impermeable geological 
boundary through which 
water does not flow 
through.

Suggestions for geophys. geochem. and 
microbio. studies

Why is this aquifer 
boundary geologically 
different (more permeable) 
than in north Keauhou.



Suggestions for geophys. geochem. and 
microbio. studies

SGD volume and recharge 
volume balance confirms 
that water is channeled to 
Anaeho’omalu aquifer. 
Need to confirm and 
characterize subsurface 
structural boundary 
extending from the summit 
of Hualali to Puu Anahulu – 
it has to be semi-permeable 
to allow groundwater flow 
in downstream as well as 
northward direction. 

These are just a few questions, there is more 
– let me know if you want to discuss



Future SGD direction

• Deploy 2 SGD sniffers in Keauhou aquifer (green and blue 
regions) because SGD responds there differently then in 
Kiholo due to completely different connection to 
upstream aquifers

• Age date SGD springs to add time of travel to identified 
groundwater flow paths

• Process collected geochemical data – use geochemical 
characteristics of SGD and land use to further characterize 
groundwater flow paths in a much finer resolution


